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Evidence for pressure-induced node-pair annihilation in Cd3As2
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We report a magnetotransport study of Dirac semimetal Cd3As2 under high pressure. The Shubnikov–de Haas
oscillations are measured at different pressures to reveal the evolution of the Fermi surface. A sudden change in
the phase factor of the oscillations occurs at 1.3 GPa along with the unanticipated shrinkage of the Fermi surface,
which is well below the structure transition point from the tetragonal to the monoclinic structure (∼2.5 GPa).
High-pressure x-ray diffraction also reveals an anisotropic compression of the Cd3As2 lattice around a similar
pressure. Through the first-principles calculations, we find that such axial compression along the c direction will
shift the Dirac nodes towards the Brillouin zone center and will eventually introduce a finite energy gap. Our
result unveils a possible topological phase transition in pressurized Cd3As2 without structure transition.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Playing an important role in the topological phase diagram,
Dirac semimetals can serve as a parent phase and be driven into
many other exotic states, like Weyl semimetals or topological
insulators, by explicitly breaking certain symmetries [1–3].
Recently, there has been a surge of interest in the phase
transition of topological semimetals, as studied theoretically
[1,4–10]. Many exotic physical phenomena, such as quantum
criticality [4,8], metal-insulator transitions [7], and evolution
of Fermi arc states [9], have been predicted to emerge at the
critical transition points of topological semimetals. Despite
the theoretical progress, these topological phase transitions
remain largely unexplored through experimental study. The
difficulty lies in finding a way to effectively tune the electronic
states across the topological phase transition. Evidence of a
phase transition from a Dirac semimetal to a gapped phase
has only been found in the Dirac semimetal Cd3As2 under
high magnetic field [3,11]. However, a complex interplay
between different kinds of symmetry breaking will emerge
under such a circumstance since the magnetic field deviating
from the crystal rotational axis breaks both the C4 and the
time-reversal symmetry. Furthermore, the large g factor in
Cd3As2 also contributes to a strong spin-orbit coupling with
magnetic field [12]. Hence, a neat and more straightforward
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method of inducing topological phase transition in experiments
remains to be discovered.

As widely used in condensed matter physics and geo-
science, the application of high pressure provides a clean
and effective means to modulate the physical and chemical
properties of materials [13]. By directly tuning the lattice
constant, high pressure can drastically impact the electronic
structure even for strongly correlated materials with high
carrier density, which is hard to achieve through other methods,
for instance, electrostatic gating. Many interesting physical
phenomena, such as quantum criticality and unconventional
superconductivity, have been intensively studied under pres-
sure [14,15]. Unfortunately, several topological semimetals,
including NbAs [16,17], TaAs [18], and NbP [19], were
reported to behave as a strong crystalline lattice, where the
external pressure over a moderate range cannot easily tune
the Fermi surface (FS) and the band structure. Meanwhile,
their complicated band structures make the detailed analysis
of FS through the Shubnikov–de Haas (SdH) oscillations
rather difficult. In contrast, Cd3As2 has been shown to
exhibit remarkable changes in transport properties by applying
pressure or stress [20–23]. A structural phase transition from a
metallic tetragonal phase to a semiconducting monoclinic one
at around 2.57 GPa has been reported in Cd3As2 [20]. With
the pressure further increased to 8.5 GPa, a superconducting
transition emerges with Tc around 2 K [23]. Similarly, the
signature of unconventional superconductivity has also been
reported by point-contact-induced local stress [21,22]. These
studies prove the validity of using pressure as a tuning
tool of the band structure in Cd3As2. Nevertheless, it is
still unclear how the FS evolves under external pressure, a
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FIG. 1. High-pressure transport measurements across the struc-
ture transition in sample T1. (a) The temperature dependence of
resistivity (R-T) curve under different pressures. (b,c) The magnetic
field dependence of MR ratio (b) and Hall resistivity (c) under
different pressures at 2 K. The inset of (b) is the MR ratio at 8.5 T. (d)
The carrier density n and mobility μ at 2 K under different pressures.

crucial aspect for a better understanding of these intriguing
phenomena.

II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Here, we report a systematic magnetotransport and x-ray
diffraction (XRD) study of Cd3As2 under hydrostatic pressures
to reveal the evolution of electronic structure. Figure 1(a)
shows the temperature-dependent resistivity (R-T) curves of
sample T1 under different pressures P . The resistivity of
Cd3As2 increases with pressure in the 1.0–7.5 GPa range.
A clear transition in the slope of the R-T curve takes place
at 2.5 GPa, corresponding to the structural transition from
a tetragonal phase to a monoclinic one [20]. Such a clear
difference can also be found in the magnetoresistivity (MR)
ratio as shown in Fig. 1(b). The MR ratio at 8.5 T decreases by
nearly two orders of magnitude after the transition [Fig. 1(b),
inset]. The Hall resistivity ρxy at 2 K [Fig. 1(c)] exhibits a
linear dependence on the magnetic field B both before and
after the structural transition. By analyzing the Hall effect, we
can determine the pressure dependence of the carrier density
and the mobility [Fig. 1(d)]. The carrier density abruptly
increases from 2.5 × 1018 to 1.5 × 1019 cm−3 at 2.5 GPa,
followed by a continuous decrease at higher pressure. The
high carrier density explains the metalliclike R-T curves
in the high-pressure monoclinic phase [20]. The mobility
in sample T1 is around 53000 cm2/V s at low temperature in
the tetragonal phase, similar to other transport experiments

on Cd3As2 [3,24–28]. The mobility decreases by over 20
times after the structure transition. This strong decreasing
trend of mobility is consistent with the previous report [20].
Accordingly, the SdH oscillations disappear immediately after
the transition.

In order to elucidate how the band structure evolves within
the tetragonal phase, we systematically measured the magne-
totransport of sample T2 (0–2.17 GPa). The pure oscillations
have been analyzed by subtracting a polynomial background
from the MR. The extracted SdH oscillations are plotted as a
function of 1/B and P in Fig. 2(a). The peaks and valleys of
the oscillations are periodic in 1/B and can be clearly tracked
at different pressures. By employing fast Fourier transform
(FFT) analysis, we can determine the oscillation frequency F .
The frequency of SdH oscillations corresponds to a closed
cyclotron orbit in k space, described by F = (φ0/2π2)SF

with ϕ0 = h/2e. Here SF is the extremal cross-section area
of the FS. Figure 2(b) summarizes the FFT spectra of the SdH
oscillations at different P . The persistent single peak feature
at different pressures indicates that only one cyclotron orbit
(or several degenerate ones) contributes to the oscillations,
similarly to the previous reports [3,26]. A distinct behavior
is that the oscillation frequency becomes smaller towards
higher pressure. Conventionally, the FS tends to increase
upon compression due to the decrease of the gap size or the
overlapping of the bands [29–32]. However, the anomalous
decrease of FS with pressure suggests that the band structure
experiences unexpected changes other than the pure lattice
shrinkage effect. By assuming an isotropic three-dimensional
FS (which is indeed the case for Cd3As2 at ambient pressure),
we can calculate the Fermi wave vector at different pressures
as shown in Fig. 2(c). Here the carrier density given by the

SdH oscillations is n = k3
F

3π2 ≈ 1.9 × 1018 cm−3 with the spin
degeneracy of 2 taken into consideration. This value is close
to the Hall carrier density of 2.6 × 1018 cm−3. The Fermi
energy is also estimated based on the dispersion relationship
determined in other studies [12,33,34]. A Lifshitz transition
takes place at around ELif ≈ 20 meV above the Dirac points

(corresponding to kLif ≈ 0.003 Å
−1

) [35]. This clearly shows
that the Fermi level is still well above the Lifshitz transition
up to 2.17 GPa.

The Berry phase is a phase difference acquired over a
closed path in the parameter space during a cyclic adiabatic
process [36]. Cyclotron orbits that enclose a Dirac point
have been found to result in a nontrivial π Berry phase
[36,37]. This semiclassical Berry phase can be detected by the
phase factor of quantum oscillations through the relation γ =
1/2 − φB/2π . The π Berry phase in the quantum oscillation
is in fact a direct consequence of the Dirac-type Landau
level spectrum [38–40]. Among different studies, the quantum
oscillation data in Cd3As2 consistently point to a nearly
nontrivial phase factor γ (γ = 0 when resistance peaks are
assigned integer Landau levels as, or γ = 0.5 when, valleys
are integer) [3,24,25,41]. However, in Cd3As2, the Fermi level
is usually located well above the Lifshitz energy where the
FS encloses two Dirac points [12,26,33]. Thus theoretically it
should exhibit an overall phase of 0.

Now let us revisit the band structure of Cd3As2. In Cd3As2,
despite the high doping level, the dispersion near the Fermi
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FIG. 2. The pressure dependence of SdH oscillations in sample T2. (a) The extracted SdH oscillations as a function of 1/B and pressure
at 2 K. The peaks are marked as a series of the Landau level index. (b) A stack view of the FFT spectrum of SdH oscillations at different
pressures. (c) The pressure dependence of Fermi wave vector kF. The corresponding Fermi wave vector kLif and Fermi level EF for Lifshitz
transition is based on calculations at ambient pressure. (d) The Landau fan diagram of sample T2 under different pressures. The inset of (d) is
a close look of the y-axis intercept. (e) The extracted phase factor −γ + δ under different pressures.

energy remains to be linear as demonstrated in the previous
experiments [12,33,34]. It means that the overall band structure
of Cd3As2 cannot be simply modeled by the crossing of
quadratic bands. The origin of the linear dispersion at large
energy scale was later interpreted as the coexistence of
massless Kane and Dirac fermions as described by the Bodnar
model [42]. Band structure at large energy mainly follows a
Kane mode (also with linear dispersion) and the Dirac physics
is hidden in a very low energy scale below the Lifshitz energy.
Near the band edge, the dispersion evolves from linear to
quadratic behavior. Such quadratic component at low energies
is deformed from the flat band in a standard Kane model when
introducing the crystal field splitting term [42]. Therefore,
the observed Berry phase is actually contributed by the Kane
fermion. The Landau level energy of the Kane fermion takes
a similar form of field dependence but differs in the zeroth
Landau level and spin splitting [43]. As a result of its unique
Landau level spectrum, the Berry phase of the Kane model
is non-π -quantized unlike massless Dirac systems and varies
with model parameters, gap size, and spin-orbit coupling [44].
It also differs from the conventional systems with a quadratic
band in which the Berry phase is always trivial. In Fig. 2(d),
we have performed a linear fit to the peak and valley positions
as a function of 1/B as integer and half integer, respectively.
There is a clear trend of the y-axis offset with pressure in

the Landau fan diagram [Fig. 2(d), inset, and Fig. 2(e)]. The
intercept −γ + δ experiences a sudden jump around 1.3 GPa
from ∼0.13 at lower pressure to ∼0.42 at higher pressure
up to 2.17 GPa. Here δ is an additional phase shift from
the FS curvature, which only changes with the shape of FS
[45]. Thus the shift of the phase factor comes from the Berry
phase. In our case, the pressure regime should not have a
significant impact on the spin-orbit coupling, which remains
largely determined by the material itself. Therefore, the most
likely case is that the energy gap of the Kane fermion is
tuned by the pressure. It modifies the band dispersion near
the Fermi surface therefore leads to the shift of phase offset
in quantum oscillation. The band structure calculated with the
Bodnar model in the previous study [42] also indicates that
the band dispersion can be largely modified by the standard
Kane parameters like band gap, which could be effectively
tuned through pressure. A similar case also happens in massive
Dirac systems where the Berry phase changes continuously
from π to 0, depending on the gap size and the Fermi energy
[39,40]. Such a finite gap effect should be further enhanced
in strongly particle-hole asymmetric systems, like Cd3As2.
Currently it is difficult to perform a quantitative analysis of
the evolution of the Bodnar model through the transport data.
Further investigation could be made through optical methods
combined with high pressure.
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FIG. 3. The high-pressure XRD study of Cd3As2. (a) A stack view of the XRD spectrum under different pressures. (b) The pressure
dependence of unit cell volume, (c) the lattice constants a and c, and (d) the lattice constant ratio c/a extracted within the tetragonal phase. Here
the error bars of the lattice constant given by the XRD fitting software are below 0.01 Å, almost negligible. By carefully checking the fitted
parameters, the fluctuation of the lattice constant value is found to be below 0.04 Å, five times smaller than the sudden jump of c (∼0.23 Å) at
1 GPa. The critical pressure of XRD and transport is slightly different possibly due to the different temperatures at which the pressures were
calibrated (room temperature for XRD and below 10 K for transport).

In order to figure out how pressure may affect the band
structure, we carried out high-pressure synchrotron XRD
experiments with a symmetric diamond anvil cell. We note that
owing to the experimental limitation, the XRD experiments
were performed at room temperature, different from that of
quantum oscillation measurements at 2 K. Figure 3(a) presents
the angle-dispersive XRD patterns of Cd3As2 under different
pressures. Similar to previous reports [20], the XRD spectrum
experiences a significant change at 2.92 GPa, corresponding
to the tetragonal to monoclinic structure transition. In the
pressure range of 0.01–0.92 GPa, the XRD patterns show no
significant changes with peaks systematically moving towards
the higher angles. We performed Rietveld refinement to unveil
the evolution of the tetragonal lattice structure in Cd3As2

under pressure. The obtained lattice parameters as a function
of pressure are plotted in Figs. 3(b)–3(d). Both the unit-cell
volume [Fig. 3(b)] and the lattice constants [Fig. 3(c)] decrease
with increasing pressure. However, at around 1 GPa, the
lattice constant c experiences an abrupt contraction, which
is absent in the volume and the lattice constant a. Considering
the fact that the XRD results can be still well fitted by

the tetragonal structure, the transition here should be an
isostructural transition rather than a strong transformation
between different point groups. Thus the C4 symmetry is still
preserved. The c/a ratio shown in Fig. 3(d) further reveals this
anomalous transition. The ratio remains nearly unchanged in
the regimes of 0.01–0.62 GPa and 1.24–2.52 GPa, but presents
a steplike feature at around 1 GPa. The Cd3As2 crystal exhibits
different changes along the a(b) direction and the c direction,
suggesting an anisotropic-compression behavior. We note that
the data fluctuation between fitted lattice constant values is
below 0.04 Å, which does not affect the overall trend of lattice
constants vs pressure nor the large step observed here.

To study the influence of the anisotropic compression
on the band structure, we carried out first-principles cal-
culations within density functional theory using the Vienna
Ab-Initio Simulation Package (VASP) [46]. The Perdew-Burke-
Ernzerhof form of the exchange-correlation functional was
used [47]. A plane-wave cutoff of 300 eV was employed and
the Brillouin zone was sampled using a 4 × 4 × 2 k-point
grid. Spin-orbit coupling was included in all calculations.
Experimentally obtained lattice parameters were used. We
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FIG. 4. First-principles band structure for Cd3As2 at different c/a ratios. (a–d) The calculated band structure with the c/a ratio being 2.01
(a), 1.99 (b), 1.97 (c), and 1.95 (d), respectively. The red dashed line in (a) corresponds to the position of the Fermi level at ambient pressure.
(e) Zoom around the Dirac points comparing the band structures at the different c/a ratios. Black, red, blue, and green curves correspond to
(a–d), respectively. (f) The evolution of the energy gap at � point and Lifshitz energy with decreasing c/a ratio. The negative value of the
energy gap corresponds to an inverted band. Note that the Lifshitz transition is absent when a positive energy gap is generated.

considered several values of the c/a ratio, starting from
c/a = 2.01, which is the ambient pressure value, going down
to c/a = 1.95. The band structures for the different cases
are shown in Figs. 4(a)–4(d). As expected, for c/a = 2.01,
there is a Dirac crossing along the �-Z direction, which
closely matches previous reports [48]. With decreasing c/a

we notice that the Dirac nodes shift closer to the Brillouin
zone center, becoming nearly overlapping for c/a = 1.97.
On further lowering c/a to 1.95, the time-reversed Dirac
partners annihilate and a band gap around 20 meV opens up
[Fig. 4(e)]. Figure 4(f) summarized the trend of the energy
gap and Lifshitz energy from the calculated band structure
when decreasing c/a ratio. A systematic transition from
an inverted band to a normal one will take place as c/a

decreases. In order to further support the evolution of the band
structure, a low-energy model with anisotropic compression
has been provided in the Supplemental Material [49] by
introducing a mass term m0 into the effective Hamiltonian.
As m0 subsequently changes sign, a band gap is created. The
effect of anisotropic compression is precisely that of reducing
the mass inversion strength and can be mimicked by tuning
the parameter m0 in the low-energy model. Remarkably, this is
similar to the effect of alloying Cd3As2 with a lighter element,
which also causes such a motion and annihilation of Dirac
points [50]. Despite the slight difference of the critical c/a

value given by theory and experiments, we found that their
overall decreasing trend of energy gap when reducing c/a is
quite similar. Moreover, the anomalous shrinkage of the FS

[Figs. 2(b) and 2(c)] observed in experiments also supports
the calculated band structure. Moreover, it is consistent with
the observed increase of resistance with pressure within the
tetragonal structure as reported previously [20]. Note that here
we only focus on the effect of the c/a ratio on the band
structure since it takes place at a pressure similar to that
where the Berry phase in the transport suddenly changes. For
comparison, another set of calculations by assuming isotropic
compression was also performed as shown in Fig. 5 of the
Supplemental Material [49]. In this scenario, the inverted gap
and the Fermi wave vector are almost unchanged, incompatible
with the transport results. Therefore, we attribute the anomaly
in FS and phase factor in Cd3As2 under high pressure to be
an anisotropic-compression-induced band-gap opening. Here
we assume that the temperature difference between transport
and XRD experiments does not strongly affect the anomalous
transition, except for the slight variation in critical pressure
value.

Apart from the gap opening and node-pair annihilation
discussed above, there are other mechanisms that may lead
to a change of the phase factor. Firstly, a field-induced phase
shift has been observed in Cd3As2 [3,11]. High magnetic field
deviating from the fourfold rotational axis will generate a
hybridization gap and therefore affect the phase factor [11].
The unique characteristic of this effect is that the phase factor
changes gradually with B, while the field along the rotational
axis will have no such effect. Here in this study, the magnetic
field is perpendicular to the (112) plane. As reported earlier [3],
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the field along this direction will have a significant impact only
when it is larger than 7 T. In the fitting process of the Landau fan
diagram [Fig. 2(d)], most of the points are from the low-field
regime (below 6 T). We also compared the phase factor
extracted from the low-field regime (Fig. 6 of the Supplemental
Material [49]). No such field dependence is observed, thus
excluding the magnetic field as the origin of the phase shift.
Another possible reason could be an anomalous phase shift
which emerges near the Lifshitz point as proposed by Wang
et al. recently [51]. In either the linear or parabolic limit, the
energy spectrum is a simple function of k2

z with ±0.125 phase
shift compared with that in two dimensions. Away from these
two limits, this simple k2

z dependence is violated and it leads
to a nonmonotonic change in the phase shift [51]. Near the
Lifshitz transition point, with a considerable component of
the parabolic dispersion, this phase shift could be relatively
large [51]. Meanwhile, an additional beating pattern may be
observed due to the Landau level crossing at extreme points
of the band structure [51]. As shown in Fig. 2(c), the Fermi
vector given by the SdH oscillations suggests that the Fermi
level is well above the Lifshitz energy (∼20 meV) given by our
calculations and also previous experiments [12]. Additionally,
the Lifshitz energy further decreases with c/a ratio [refer
to Fig. 4(f)]. Moreover, the extracted SdH oscillations show
a clear single frequency, with no sign of a beating pattern.
Hence, although we do not fully deny its existence, the present
experimental evidences do not support the band extreme
point as a dominant contribution to the observed phase shift.
Furthermore, the single-band oscillations also rule out other
scenarios like the Zeeman splitting or a second band.

III. CONCLUSION

To conclude, we have reported a detailed study of Cd3As2

under pressure. Apart from the monoclinic structure transition,
we observe signatures of another possible phase transition

around 1.3 GPa, as indicated by the anomalous behavior in
the FS and the phase factor. Combined with band structure
calculations, we find that an anisotropic compression will
annihilate the Dirac nodes and induce a finite gap. Our result
calls for further investigations into the anomalous compression
behavior of crystal and electronic structure in Cd3As2.
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